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slide rules & manufacturers

Askania-Werke, Berlin
Askania Kreisrechenscheibe

Dennert & Pape, Hamburg-Altona
KRS 40
QR 41

time frame: 1930-1944
location: Germany



a story about slide rule archaeology - 1

email from a militaria collector:
what is this object?

Meyer zur Capellen
Mathematische Instrumente

Leipzig 1941

visit & inspection of object needed at the
museum of the German Air Force, Berlin-Gatow



a story about slide rule archaeology - 2

in the middle of an otherwise empty hangar of the
Militärhistorisches Museum der Deutschen Luftwaffe



a story about slide rule archaeology - 3



a story about slide rule archaeology - 4

Walter Meyer zur Capellen (1902–1985)

Mathematische Instrumente
three editions:   1941  /  1944  /  1949

1944 1949



a story about slide rule archaeology - 5

Difficulties in obtaining documents
general problems for slide rules for
special equipment / machinery

particular problems for military equipment

conceptual documents

usage and maintenance manuals
manufacturer‘s documentation / manuals



a story about slide rule archaeology - 6

regulations from the archive / library of the research institute for military history of the German armed forces, 
Zentrum für Militärgeschichte und Sozialwissenschaften der Bundeswehr, Potsdam



a story about slide rule archaeology - 7

reprint collection of the journal of the
German Association of Engineers

key conceptual article



a story about slide rule archaeology - 8

Internal Newsletter reveals

Askania Kreisrechenscheibe 
originally not a military item



a story about slide rule archaeology - 9

What can we learn from this story?
There is much hearsay, guess work, fairy tales, 
particularly in historic military technologies.

You must see everything with your own eyes!

Search original documents, but read even these
with care!   Beware their history!   Double check!

Learn the lingo of the people in the field!
Learn about their professional culture!

Learn about information sources, play their game.

No quick results.  It will take time & effort.



Askania-Werke, the manufacturer

Carl Bamberg (1847-1892)
apprentice of Carl Zeiss in Jena 1862-1866
moved to Berlin in 1869, own workshop 1871
fast growing reputation as maker of
high quality scientific instruments
1888 incorporation of his company Carl Bambergs 
Werkstätten für Präzisions-Mechanik und Optik
in Berlin Friedenau, often called Bambergwerke

Askania Werke Aktiengesellschaft
1921 incorporation as publicly traded company, 
fusion of Bambergwerke with Central-Werkstatt für 
Gasgeräte GmbH, Dessau, in Berlin-Friedenau



Askania-Werke, the manufacturer - 2

product spectrum Askania-Werke
precision measurement devices
scientific instruments

often customer specific one/few of a kind devices

control devices
industrial controls of all kinds
appliances for customers, in particular for gas heating

optical devices
timing devices, watches
navigation instruments, sea and air
equipment for the film industry

cameras, projectors, associated equipment



aircraft instruments

Passenger travel by airplane in 1920s / 30s
emerging booming business [also cargo & airmail]
1920 first all-metal passenger plane

Junkers D13 for 4 passengers
1926 incorporation of Deutsche Luft Hansa AG
1932 triple engine JU52 for 17 passengers



aircraft instruments

Askania Instruments
above in JU52 cockpit

below prefabricated instrument
panel for small single
engine planes,
demo for sales with docs

Junkers JU52/3m, aka Tante JU or Iron Annie



need of aircraft tracking from the ground

need for instrument manufacturer
development / testing of instruments
calibration
certification
no telemetry available as today,
but ground based reference data
no space for reference instruments and 
recording abord and their operator

also need of aircraft manufacturers

Askania needed
a product for
internal use

Askania could also sell it
to a typical niche market



cine theodolite

derived from theodolites for
weather balloon tracking
operated by two men, one
for tracking direction, the
other one tracking elevation
earlier models used printer
for recording values, but too
slow for faster airplanes
cine theodolite uses film, 
upto 4 pictures per minute
synchronized pictures by
electrical connection to 
second cine theodolite



airplane tracking by two cine theodolites



airplane tracking by two cine theodolites

on the ground: observers A and B, with known base distance b,
ground position G for the airplane
ground is a plane, no elevations, no earth curvature

in the air: airplane P
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measurements
 direction:  and 
 elevation: A and B

wanted / to be computed
 height above ground h
 distance to plane d
 distance to ground position dG

h

dG

d



proper azimuth coordinate system

correction of orientation
of angles in ground plane:
A = 180°-  B = 
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measurements
 azimuth A and B
 elevation A and B
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AzimuthA:  length dG,  ground angle A,  elevation angle A

B
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it‘s all triangles!
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a case for the law of sines! 
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sample computation: dG
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application of the law of sines:
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computation of airplane coordinates

We only need an arithmetic and a sin/cos scale
on a slide rule / Gunter to compute that!
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change to cartesian coordinate system, origin A

AG sindy )(cosdx AG  180 hz 

azimuth coordinate system, origin A



Askania Kreisrechenscheibe

picture from L.Dv.T. 1454/6



Askania Kreisrechenscheibe

just two scales
std logarithmic scale,
one decade, clockwise
sin scale as spiral of two
windings, dms, range from
0°34’60‘‘ to 90°, four labels
for each mark, 2 std sin/cos &
2 sin/cos for 180° complement

two locking mechanism for arms
central lock fixes the angle between the arms
outer locks fix the position of an arm on the scale

Not a slide rule, but a circular Gunter



Askania Kreisrechenscheibe

diameter of Kreisrechenscheibe 99.7 cm
transportable, but heavy:  disk with arms 35 kg, 
box 34 kg, bag with foldable frame 23 kg 
to be operated by two men

+ =



Askania Kreisrechenscheibe

original purpose
 well fulfilled by cine theodolites for data acquisition and 

Kreisrechenscheibe for computation of flight track
altitude, speed about ground, climb / descention rates,
turn rates, characteristica of other flight maneuvers

 works well because of planned flights
 no real-time reaction on the ground, just recording

 but only few devices needed for Askania‘s own business
and for aircraft development / evaluation

military use / air defense

totally useless for anti-aircraft gunnery



anti-aircraft gunnery

heavy flak battery of the German army

flak 8.8 gun

flak battery of 4 guns
(or multiple of 4)

values from command unit
(electrically transmitted)

and current values at gun
gunnery director with
direction / range finder

Kommandogerät



anti-aircraft gunnery

Flak grenades are
time triggered.
The goal is damage
by shrapnel and blast 
of the explosion, not 
by hitting the plane.

Wellington bomber
of the RAF and flak
grenade exploding

nearby but not
close enough to
cause damages

Lancasters
flying through
a flak barrage.



success needs training

training needs a target

airplane windsock
a looooong line

proper training
implies evaluation



same task as before, but two targets

track of airplane (windsock) and detonation point



using the Askania setup

photo from cine theodolite offers direction and 
elevation angles for both windsock and explosion

coordinate values can be computed for both

Askania Kreisrechenschieber available

Gunter inconvenient in chain computations

shortcut possible with tan function

slide rule wanted by RLM as replacement for the
Kreisrechenscheibe as all-in-one-solution



prototype Askania Kreisrechenschieber 38

datasheet, june 1938
8 typewritten pages,
with two photos glued in

found in D&P company archive
now kept in the archives of 
Deutsches Museum, Munich



Dennert & Pape (gwr) KRS 40



KRS 40  - the three disks / rings

3 rings/disks

inner disk

middle ring

outer ring

diameters
28 / 40 / 45

professional designers
at work: small details

improve usability:
forearm rests



inverted design

normal slide rule
stator fix
slide movable relative to stator
cursor movable to stator

inverted design slide rule
cursor fix
stator movable relative to cursor
slide movable relative to stator

Aristo 203 Scholar
projection slide rule for the classroom
mounted on Leitz Prado slide projector



KRS 40 disk / ring locking

central knob
locking the inner disk
to the middle ring

lever at cursor
locking the outer ring
containg the arithmetic
scale with base / cursor
or with middle ring



KRS 40 – the scales

outer ring
a std arithmetic scale, one decade

middle ring
b sin 6° - 174°
c tan 45° - 84°
d tan 6° - 45°
e tan 0°40‘ – 6°
f sin 0°40‘ – 6° and 174° - 179°20‘
g cos 0° - 84°

inner disk
h sin 6° - 174°
i sin 0°40‘ – 6° and 174° - 179°20‘

scales run counterclockwise
due to inverted design, so that
scales read at cursor left→right

green

blue

red



long sin scale – two windings

Askania Kreisrechenscheibe

standard spiral

D&P KRS40

concentric spiral



KRS 40 simple usage diagram

With such simple schemes the
KRS40 could be used just like
an Askania Kreisrechenscheibe!

Never underestimate
compatibility issues!

PS: Beware the schematic drawings and the angles
therein; they do not reflect the sample values.



KRS40 usage scheme, all in one setting

scheme for the full use of the
three rings / disk. You just 
compose their relative setting, 
lock them together and read
the three results in the end.

examples from D&P KRS40 instructions,
which were copied 1:1 to LDvT 1454/6



how many KRS 40 were built?

722total
221945
901944
3021943

army / air force

2851942

evaluation / special
models, Peenemünde231940-43

destinationKRS 40year

data from D&P archive in Deutsches Museum, München



special models

unfortunately, nothing is
known about special models
of the KRS 40, particular
those for Peenemünde, 
except that there were some
according to production lists



variations

magnifying cursor

wooden box instead
of metal field box



now we only need the distance target to detonation

Flieger-Stabsingenieur Dipl.-Ing. R. Schlemmermeier, Aufnahme und Auswertung bei der Flugabwehr, VDI-Sonderheft Flugabwehr, 4th edition 1942



flak crew evaluation:  four step process

shooting simulated enemy airplane
 data acquisition by cine theodolites

computing of coordinates of target and detonation
 KRS 40

computing of distances target to detonation
 QR 41

statistical evaluation / grading of crew
[ not our subject here ]



D&P  QR 41 Quadrat-Rechenschieber

two pairs of scales, independent from from other
same scale on stator and slide for each pair 
non-logarithmic scales
scales are quadratic: numbers shown stand for square root values
scale length 50 cm

from web page of David Rance



everybody knows:

most important / most used for:
distance in 2D for cartesian coordinates

generalization: distance in nD space, especially 3D  

Pythagoras is your friend

222 cba 

A

B

Δy

Δx

e
22 yxe 

222 zyxe 



length of the diagonal

222 zyxe 



preliminary remarks on using the QR 41

mental traps for slide rule users
type of scales: quadratc, not logarithmic → zero!

role of cursor on logarithmic slide rules
connection between scales

scale reading aid, in particular for magnifying cursors

role of cursor on QR 41
marker for (partial) sum of squares, also reading aid

no relation between upper and lower pairs of scales,
just different ranges for distances, 0-15.8  &  0-50



QR 41 algorithm

1. set zero of slide to first value (x) on stator

2. move cursor to second value (y) on slide

3. move zero of slide to cursor position

4. move cursor to third value (z) on slide

5. read result on stator under cursor position

222 zyxe 



QR 41 example

1. set zero of slide to first value (x) on stator
2. move cursor to second value (y) on slide
3. move zero of slide to cursor position
4. move cursor to third value (z) on slide
5. read result on stator under cursor position

222 zyxe  values:  4 6  8



1. set zero of slide to first value (x) on stator
2. move cursor to second value (y) on slide
3. move zero of slide to cursor position
4. move cursor to third value (z) on slide
5. read result on stator under cursor position

222 zyxe  values:  4  6 8

QR 41 example



QR 41 example

1. set zero of slide to first value (x) on stator
2. move cursor to second value (y) on slide
3. move zero of slide to cursor position
4. move cursor to third value (z) on slide
5. read result on stator under cursor position

222 zyxe  values:  4  6 8



QR 41 example

1. set zero of slide to first value (x) on stator
2. move cursor to second value (y) on slide
3. move zero of slide to cursor position
4. move cursor to third value (z) on slide
5. read result on stator under cursor position

222 zyxe  values:  4  6  8

10.77



visualizing the computation

222 cbae 

stator
slide

0 a e

b

c

a

a2

b2

c2

a2+b2+c2

e
length

scale value shown



how was that done before?  tables



advantage QR 41 over tables / manual work

 simple

 quick

 lower error rate

 sufficiently accurate

 easy additionally non-integer values

 less problematic than printed tables
in the field (wear and dirt)



final remarks

1. You must see it with your own eyes!

2. Be / remain sceptical,
also when reading respected literature.

3. Do not expect quick results.

4. Know your literature and your sources. 

5. Learn about the subject area, where the
slide rule / instrument is used, the lingo
and its professional standards.

6. Enjoy and share your findings!
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